Name: __________________________________

Homophone Practice Worksheet
1. I’m going ____________ the store. Are you coming ________________?
to/too/two

to/too/two

2. __________ spring. I want to get some new ___________ for _____________ garden.
It’s/Its

flowers/flours

are/our

3. I heard ________________ having a sale.
there/they’re/their

4. I also wanted ____________ buy ____________ new trowels as well.
to/too/two

to/too/two

5. While I’m ____________, I’m going to see if they have any seed packets.
there/they’re/their

6. I noticed a bird is building _______________ nest in the bush by the garage.
it’s/its

7. I think I drank ______________ much iced tea.
to/too/two

8. I’m going ____________ play soccer later this afternoon. Is your brother going ___________
to/too/two

to/too/two

come ______________?
to/too/two

9. Have you seen my soccer ball? ____________ the blue one.
It’s/Its

10. We have to hurry. We have to be ___________________ by _________ o’clock.
there/they’re/their

for/four

11. __________ coach always makes us run ____________ extra laps if we are late to practice.
Are/Our

to/too/two

12. Mom better park in the right area this time. Last week, her car was ____________ away.
towed/toad

13. My neighbors_________ having a party. We are going to go swimming in _________ pool.
are/our

there/they’re/their
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Name: __________________________________

Homophone Practice Worksheet
1. I’m going to the store. Are you coming too?
2. It’s spring. I want to get some new flowers for our garden.
3. I heard they’re having a sale.
4. I also wanted to buy two new trowels as well.
5. While I’m there I’m going to see if they have any seed packets.
6. I noticed a bird is building its nest in the bush by the garage.
7. I think I drank too much iced tea.
8. I’m going to play soccer later this afternoon. Is your brother going to come too?
9. Have you seen my soccer ball? It’s the blue one.
10. We have to hurry. We have to be there by four o’clock.
11. Our coach always makes us run two extra laps if we are late to practice.
12. Mom better park in the right area this time. Last week, her car was towed away.
13. My neighbors are having a party. We are going to go swimming in their pool.
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Here is another homophone practice sheet I made a while back: their/there/they’re and its/it’s page (Free)

Here are some similar worksheet sets with homophones:
Free Grammar Practice Sheets – to/two/too, there/they’re/their AND Plurals, Adding Endings
they’re/their/there, it’s/its, you’re/your, way/weigh – and other Homophones Worksheet (free)
Free Grammar Worksheets: Homophones (words that sound the same, but are spelled differently)
Our comma rules and practice sheets also tend to have a lot of downloads each day:

Comma Rules and Practice (Free Worksheets) (pictured above)
Comma Rules and Practice Sheets (Free)
Comma Rules and Practice Pages (Free Grammar Worksheets)
Grammar Review Sheet – Capital Letters, Commas, Letters (Grade 1)

Hope some of these come in handy! ~Liesl

